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HSPVA Breaks Ground on New Campus

“HSPVA ROCKS” Raises Record-Breaking Funds

Masterclasses Inspire Students Across Art Areas
Your Gift at Work: The Impact of HSPVA Friends
A Report from the Executive Director

The 2014-2015 fiscal year was our most ambitious yet. I am extraordinarily proud that HSPVA Friends helped HSPVA reach important programming milestones: more teaching personnel, increased availability of technology in every art area, high production values, a record number of scholarships, and exciting new community connections. Under the visionary leadership of our Board of Directors, led by President Jean Brackendorff, HSPVA Friends has sustained substantial, strategic growth.

Our budget has more than doubled in three years, and I can feel the momentum on campus. Between August 1, 2014 and July 31, 2015, HSPVA Friends disbursed $517,000 for programs and services at The High School for the Performing and Visual Arts (43% over last year). In addition, we have already allocated $116,000 for specific planned programs during the 2015-2016 school year.

In keeping with our mission to enhance educational, professional, and artistic opportunities for HSPVA students, we provided the building blocks of an arts education. HSPVA Friends does not just add the luxuries; it also equips HSPVA students and faculty with the necessities. This year, those necessities included more than $120,000 worth of sets, costumes, art supplies, furniture, textbooks, sheet music and script royalties, as well as pianos, double basses, and a bass drum.

HSPVA has always been fortunate to have brilliant and dedicated full-time faculty. In order to maximize their effectiveness, we must also be able to give students highly specialized and individualized class time. To that end, this year HSPVA Friends dedicated more than $185,000 to personnel in the form of masterclasses, guest artist residencies, consultants, and The Lynne Murray, Sr. Educational Foundation Fellow for Technical Direction. We welcomed professional working artists from around the country, like the vocal ensemble Cantus, trumpet Tim Hagans, conductor Dennis Glocke, and choreographer Nina Watt. We also welcomed local artists onto our campus for extended residencies. These consultants become mentors for our students by teaching one-on-one classes and producing shows.

Across campus, HSPVA Friends has procured state-of-the-art technology and equipment prevalent in colleges and professional arts organizations. To be competitive, our students must be fluent in current artistic trends. Therefore, HSPVA Friends has invested more than $250,000 in technology and specialized equipment in the last three years, and every area has benefited. For example, the Theatre Department is showing audiences the latest developments in set design, using AutoCAD software to design and build wettest set frames and incorporating digital projections to immerse the audience into the world of a play. The Creative Writing Department has laptops, pads and online publishing software to easily share written work, as well as video equipment for digital storytelling. Upon seeing our studios, a masterclass artist visiting the Visual Arts Department this year exclaimed that our students had access to even more equipment in the last three years, and every art area has benefited. For example, the Theatre Department is showing audiences the latest developments in set design, using AutoCAD software to design and build wettest set frames and incorporating digital projections to immerse the audience into the world of a play.

As we strengthen the school’s daily operations, we are also looking thoughtfully at HSPVA’s long-term role as a vital piece of the Houston arts world. Behind the scenes, the Board and staff of HSPVA Friends continue to work alongside HISD and the downtown community to ensure that the new campus will provide the best home for public arts education in the country. We make significant investments in community engagement through media relations, corporate partnerships, and box office enhancements. By the time HSPVA moves downtown, my goal is to create a guest-centered experience mirroring that of a professional arts organization. After all, as our audience support increases, so does the number of meaningful experiences our students enjoy.

With only two staff members, HSPVA Friends relies on more than 200 volunteers, and their devotion to HSPVA cannot be matched. Thanks to their efforts, our operating expenses remain stable while our support for the school soars. I am profoundly grateful to our hundreds of donors, volunteers, and strategic partners for helping to advance the programs available at The High School for the Performing and Visual Arts. The following pages show only a sample of our accomplishments this year. I invite you to join us for a performance or gallery opening to fully understand the magic that is HSPVA. Now, on with the show!
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Scholarship Spotlight
The John E. Garda Foundation awarded two $5,000 scholarships to HSPVA juniors in the Instrumental Department: Anthony Tovar and Nina Pitts.

Full of ambition and talent, cellist Nina intends to pursue a career in music and hopes to play in a first-class orchestra. This summer, Nina attended the Bowdoin Festival in Maine. The Bowdoin Festival awards $25,000 in college scholarships to graduating seniors. Nina’s scholarship played a significant role in his musical growth: “I have found that the summer months are when I am able to fully focus on my art area and make huge improvements.”

Violinist Anthony Tovar spent three weeks studying alongside well known soloists and chamber musicians at the Schillke Music Festival in Italy. The summer program included intensive, private lessons, master classes, concerts, and the opportunity to learn in a unique environment. Anthony said the Garda scholarship played a significant role in his musical growth: “Thank you for making a difference in my life through your support and helping me to share what I love with others at a greater level.”

In 2015, HSPVA Friends awarded a total of $25,000 in summer program scholarships for HSPVA juniors and $25,000 in college scholarships to graduating seniors. Thank you to our donors for making so many students’ dreams a reality!

In 2015, HSPVA Friends awarded a total of $25,000 in summer program scholarships for HSPVA juniors and $25,000 in college scholarships to graduating seniors. Thank you to our donors for making so many students’ dreams a reality!
At the Groundbreaking Ceremony on December 14, 2014, the HSPVA community saw a long-awaited dream come true. More than 600 guests RSVP’d for the momentous occasion. Current students, parents, and teachers were joined by alumni, former faculty, HISD and City of Houston dignitaries, and members of Houston’s downtown business and arts communities.

“Our students are what made the groundbreaking special for me,” says Dr. R. Scott Allen, HSPVA Principal. “From the vocalists and mariachi to the original piece read by our creative writers, the ceremony was truly student-centered. Looking out at our guests and seeing their emotional responses to the kids’ performance of “I Sing the Body Electric” reminded me how much HSPVA is loved and supported by the city of Houston. The new downtown facility puts us in the center of this great town and very near the arts district… a very exciting new chapter for PVA!”

“We are thrilled to welcome HSPVA to the downtown community,” stated Bob Eury, President of Central Houston, Inc. “Being in walking distance to the Theater District, Discovery Green and downtown employers, and having light rail connections to Midtown and the Museum District will foster partnerships and collaborations. A highly acclaimed, state-of-the-art HSPVA allows us to provide an increasingly impressive mix of educational options to the community.”

Gensler is designing the new campus. Lead architect Lester Yuen told the Houston Chronicle, “It was not about making a grand space. It was more about making a space where students and faculty could run into each other and practice and learn and do projects.”

At the groundbreaking, Jean Brackendorff, HSPVA Friends Board President, reflected on how exciting it will be to have a school that will meet HSPVA students’ current and future needs. “We have outgrown our current campus in Montrose that was built in 1981,” Jean said. “The new design is outstanding, offering a wonderful combination of academic and arts learning spaces.”

The new campus is expected to open in the fall of 2018.

Once completed, the building will include:
- an 800-seat main theater with a balcony
- a 200-seat mini theater
- a 200-seat black box theater
- a 150-seat recital hall
- a recording studio
- dance studios
- music rehearsal studios and practice rooms
- art galleries
- a creative writing department
- multiple common areas
- indoor and outdoor dining
- a roof garden with an outdoor art studio

HSPVA BREAKS GROUND ON NEW CAMPUS

PHOTOS: (L to R) Alene Coggin (HSPVA Friends Executive Director and 2005 alumna), Devyn Tyler (Theatre ’09), Bob Eury (President, Central Houston), Jean Brackendorff (Board President, HSPVA), Paula Harris (HISD Trustee), Mike Lunceford (HISD Trustee), Dr. R. Scott Allen (Principal, HSPVA), Joann Brodie (Chief Financial Officer, HISD), Dr. J. Scott Allen (Principal, HSPVA), Angela Ho (Chief Talent Officer), Mike Lunceford (HISD Trustee), Phoebe Tudor (HISD Bond Oversight Committee), Jerry Simon (HSPVA Friends Advisory Board), Jo and Jim Furr (Gensler), Phoebe Tudor (HISD Bond Oversight Committee), Jean Brackendorff, and Jerry Simon (HISD Bond Oversight Committee) watch the ceremony.

Pat pouring (left) in Valencia (current HSPVA student) and Bob Singleton (Retired HSPVA Theatre Department Chair) enjoy the festivities.

The new campus is expected to open in the fall of 2018.
A Year of Firsts: The Inaugural Class of Creative Writers Graduates from HSPVA

The inaugural class of Creative Writing students graduated in May 2015, leaving behind an art area that has never existed without them. Looking back at this past year, it is clear that they truly left their mark on HSPVA.

When you’re creating a department from scratch, you’re not afraid to take your education into your own hands. One result of that gumption was the Department’s first guest-artist residency with acclaimed poet and professor, Roger Reeves. The residency came about because our fearless Creative Writers sparked a conversation with Mr. Reeves when they spotted him at an Austin coffee shop during their annual trip to the Texas Book Festival. Proclaiming themselves true fans, the Writers persuaded Mr. Reeves to visit them in Houston. True to his word, Mr. Reeves led a week of writing classes at HSPVA while sharing his perspective on what it means to be an American poet. When Cyrus Pacht ’16 asked Mr. Reeves what he thought of HSPVA’s Creative Writers, he replied, “I’m really quite impressed...these students are thinking at the level of sophomores and juniors in college, even graduate students.”

This spring, grasping tightly to all they had learned from their faculty, consultants and guest artists, the Class of 2015 held the first Creative Writing Senior Recitals in HSPVA’s history. Without expectations or restrictions, the possibilities were endless. Each recital demonstrated the seniors’ growth and dedication. They showcased a wide range of creative forms—from poetry to digital media, from dramatic writing to a radio talk-show. To top off an incredible first four years of the program, two Creative Writing seniors ultimately led HSPVA’s Class of 2015 with tremendous accomplishments in both their craft and academics. This year’s Valedictorian and Salutatorian, Claudia Heymach and Steffannie Alter, were both members of the inaugural Creative Writing class. The Creative Writing graduates have set a course that decades of HSPVA students will follow. We can’t wait to see what they will do next!

Unique Dance Photography Program Continues to Develop

Each year, the Dance Department offers students the opportunity to step out of their comfort zones and view dance from another perspective—looking at their art from behind a lens. Dance Photography began at HSPVA in 1974 and has continued to grow over the years. Professional photographer Gerard Vacca began teaching Dance Photography at HSPVA in 2007. His instruction helps students achieve a better understanding of composition, lighting, contemporary trends, construction and deconstruction of photographic meaning, and aesthetic choices. To assist the department in modernizing the course, HSPVA Friends purchased a suite of twelve professional-grade digital cameras and lenses for the 2014-2015 school year. Dance photography is an art of its own, taking a great deal of patience, time, and perseverance. By the end of the course, students have learned how to capture the expressions dancers display while performing. Kirby Townsend (Dance ’15) excelled in these areas and was chosen by HSPVA Friends to have one of her photos (shown right) published in their November 2014 edition.

For Vocalists, High-Tech Practice Makes Perfect

Vocalists at HSPVA have transformed the way they practice this year with the help of technology, including specialized SmartMusic software. Historically, HSPVA music students could be found rehearsing in practice rooms or in the hallways with sheet music, which made it difficult for singers to accurately measure their own development. Thanks to the new software, students now get immediate feedback on their rhythms and pitches.

In preparation for performances and competitions, vocalists were able to use the SmartMusic software to supplement work being done in the classroom. Voice specialist and HSPVA choral director Julia Hall (Vocal ’77) said, “SmartMusic software is an excellent tool to enhance student learning. We’ve been using it in our choral and vocal production classes. It does not replace the work students do with teachers and accompanists, but it helps students improve their skills and self-monitor their progress. Our students are using their practice time more efficiently and improving quickly with the help of this software.” The practice paid off! HSPVA’s Vocal Department won four coveted Sweepstakes trophies at this year’s UIL Concert & Sight-Reading Contest.

HSPVA Friends was proud to update technology across the music departments this year, including new printers, a digital metronome/tuner, digital projectors, and screens, as well as SmartMusic software and Pads for the Vocal Department.

“Homecoming Residency” Brings Jason Moran Back to Campus

Houston native and acclaimed pianist Jason Moran (Instrumental ’93) is finding himself back in the Bayou City and at HSPVA a lot these days! Through his multi-year “Homecoming Residency” commissioned by Da Camera, Moran is collaborating with students at the Houston schools he attended in an effort to create original works that combine a range of mediums.

As he explores his roots, Moran is inspiring HSPVA musicians to let their creative energy, personal identity, and the life that surrounds them show as the basis of their compositions. HSPVA’s jazz students weren’t the only ones on campus who got to learn with, play alongside, and receive critiques from Moran. Moran and his trio, the Bandwagon, are also spending time in the Creative Writing Department, taking to students about the relationship between music, poetry, and creativity.

To wrap up the first year of the Residency, Moran performed at Da Camera’s JAM at Discovery Green on April 30, 2015. HSPVA’s Jazz Ensembles opened for him. Of course, Moran couldn’t resist joining them on stage for a few songs! It was clear to the audience of more than 1,500 people that Jerome GHespie (Instrumental ’18) took Moran’s Homecoming Residency lessons to heart when he led the combo in an original song he had composed in memory of his grandmother.
Guests set a new record by raising $200,000 at the annual HSPVA Friends luncheon on February 24! The rock-inspired event honored HSPVA’s 2015 Distinguished Alumnus, world-renowned photographer Mark Seliger (Media ’77). Chairs Gina Fish and George Lancaster packed River Oaks Country Club with more HSPVA student performers than ever before. Emcees Fernell Hogan (Theatre ’15) and Shelby Nunn (Dance ’15) surprised guests by leading them into the ballroom past a parade of musical theatre students performing the high-energy mashup “We Built This City/We’re Not Gonna Take It” from Rock of Ages. Then, nearly fifty vocalists filled the stage to perform a Bon Jovi Medley.

Mark Seliger wowed the audience as he shared extraordinary stories behind some of his most iconic portraits. With the help of special guest Anne Wilkes Tucker, Mark discussed his unique career trajectory—from auditioning for HSPVA to spending a decade as the lead photographer for Rolling Stone.

After the luncheon, Mark visited HSPVA for a masterclass in the Denney Theatre. As the go-to photographer for celebrities ranging from Keith Richards to Barack Obama, he offered students insights into a world few get to see. Mark encouraged students to go after their dreams, saying: “Being a part of this incredible place, you can have those dreams and enjoy living them every single day.”

Mike Grady Helps Students Identify Their Artistic Vision

Mike Grady opened the spring semester in the Visual Arts Department with his annual weeklong residency, known at HSPVA as Grady Week. Grady Week provides students with the opportunity to investigate universal archetypes found in the visual language of art, while exploring the idea of personal art ancestors and influences that affect the art making choice.

Towards the end of their time with Grady, students transition from a technical skill level to a conceptual skill level in their artwork. At this level, students begin to identify important issues, learn to work independently as artists, and have a better understanding of what motivates them to create. Although Grady isn’t with us all year, the topics taught during his time at HSPVA are elaborated on throughout the remainder of students’ junior and senior years.

Stage Makeup Helps Bring Characters to Life

Theatre students instinctively bring characters to life in their productions throughout the year using unique costumes, scripts, sets and a tremendous amount of creativity.

To further students’ abilities to take the elements of design to the next level, the Theatre Department hosts professional special effects makeup artist, Eric Zapata. During Mr. Zapata’s time at HSPVA this year, students explored the theory and techniques used in a variety of makeup applications and learned how to execute these new skills within their own productions, including the 2014-2015 Black History Production, The Wiz, and All School Musical, The Sound of Music.
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**Community News**

**CURRENT FACULTY/STUDENTS**

The HSPVA Mariachi Singers earned a Superior Rating and were the only choir in the region to be named a “Performance of Distinction” at the San Antonio Mariachi & Chamber Music Festival.

Claudia Heynach (Creative Writing ’15) earned a perfect score on the SAT.

Emily Robison (Dance ’15) was named one of the “100 Creatives of 2014” by Houston Press. Her first film, Repossessions, was selected into The Third Coast Dance Film Festival.

HSPVA’s Mariachi Los Pasajeros won best violin and trumpet sections at the 3rd Annual Viva Mariachi Extravaganza in May.

Kyle Legardin (Theatre ’15) starred in the Odyssey Scholastic at the Tommy Tune Awards.

Oyuns Pchalzi (Creative Writing ’16) was awarded a Silver Medal from the 2015 Scholastic Art & Writing Awards for her personal essay, “Down the Vista of Years: The Story of an Education.”

Isabell Bernal (Visual Arts ’10) was selected for the Houston Symphony Youth Singer Program and performed as a member of the Houston Symphony Chorus in Carmina Burana.

Mia Hookter (Theatre ’77) starred as Elle Woods in HITS’ Legally Blonde: The Musical.

Emily Robison (Theatre ‘00), received the DFW Critics Forum Best Solo Actress Award for her performance in “俱乐部写真集” at the Dallas Theatre Center and received a place in the 2015 Scholastic Art & Writing Awards for her personal essay, “The Spirit of the Hunter.”

ALUMNI OF THE 90S

Theatre teacher Paul Darst was awarded a National Art Teacher Fellowship from the Center for Arts in Education.

Reign Miller (Theatre ’94), a songwriter, singer, and producer of synthpop, has released several singles and videos to high praise.

Dustin Kaufman (Institutional ’05), the drummer for 30.5, spent the year on a world tour.

JazzTimes magazine.

Drummer Doug Ronin (Institutional ’10) performs with fellow alumni Keith Vivens (Institutional ’10) and Larry Diaz (Institutional ’81) in the group Jazz. Larry Diaz also recently established the Soirée Smooth Jazz Band in Houston.

Jamie Caribou (Dance ’95) will serve as HSPVA’s Dance Department Chair and Courtney Jones (Dance ’80) will join HSPVA as a full-time Dance faculty member.

Brett Deulmer (Institutional ’90), a violist with the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra, was featured in RGV Regency Arts & More Magazine in December.

Chris Walker (Institutional ’90) and Ashley Tamar Davis (Visual Arts ’90) held the first annual Doc Fest in honor of retired HSPVA Director of Jazz Studies and Music Department Chair Dean Morgan. Doc Fest supports the HSPVA Jazz Department and provides scholarships for HSPVA juniors and seniors who are pursuing careers in film, TV, or comedy.

The Harris Wittels Fund was established by the Wittels family—parents Maureen and Eilis Wittels, sister Stephanie Wittels Wachs (Theatre ’99), brother-in-law Michael Wachs, and niece Iris. As of July 2015, more than $500,000 have been raised from the Hunter of Humblebrags for the Hunter of Humblebrags, a staple of the comedy podcast scene, and a brilliant writer. At HSPVA, we knew him as a bold kid who created hilarious yearbook photos, an actor who had audiences howling during a production of Christopher Durang plays, and a generous alum who delivered masterclasses to star-struck students following in his footsteps. We were honored to know him and are honored to watch his legacy continue through The Harris Wittels Fund at HSPVA’s Friends.

Each year, HSPVA Friends—three parent volunteer groups contribute countless hours and resources to their respective Departments. Altogether, the Art, the Craft, the Writing, and the Theatre Department managed more than $175,000 on behalf of their art areas during the 2014-2015 school year. As an added benefit, HSPVA’s students had access to new equipment, inspiring guest artists, and special opportunities for college auditions and portfolio reviews. Thank you!

**IN MEMORIAM**

**SAVE THE DATE FOR 2016!**

**APRIL 2:** The Art Guild’s Annual Gala

**APRIL 9:** The Art Guild’s Annual Print Show
DONOR LIST
THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS FOR THE 2014-2015 YEAR!
You have helped HSVPA students an artistic experience.

$50,000+ The Reddick Family
$49,999+ The Brown Foundation
Del Nonsense Ventures (JBA), Inc.

$10,000-$24,999
Anonymous
Grace and Mary Josephian Hamman Foundation
Silver Eagle Distributors
VioLength LLC

$5,000-$9,999
Anonymous
Donn, David E. and Joan Beckstrand
Janet Coj
Crescent Real Estate Equities
Molly and Ken Fenner
Gina Fattha Red
J.AI and Jim Ferr
Gardners
Worley Parsons LLLP

$1,000-$4,999
All Matching Gifts Program
Anne and German Hamman Foundation
Met and Mike Amador
Anne and Arturo Barragan
Lisa and Bruce Moses

$500-$999
Richard C. and Mary GG Allen
Lauren and Chad Mills
Vicki and Michael German
Konnine Guerrero-Gregg
Diana and Robert Allen
Dona Gremin
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ALL SCHOOL MUSICAL: SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN

OCTOBER 7–10, DENNEY THEATRE

Singin’ in the Rain is splendid entertainment for fans of the golden age of movie musicals. Adapted for the stage, Singin’ in the Rain parodies the panic surrounding the transitional period from silents to talkies in Hollywood during the late 1920s.

44TH ANNUAL SPAGHETTI SUPPER

OCTOBER 15, 6–9PM

Head over to HSPVA for an evening of entertainment featuring our exceptionally talented musicians! With four venues and dozens of shows, you’ll have a chance to see student bands, jazz ensembles, choral ensembles, mariachi, symphony and chamber music groups, pianists, and harpists. Don’t forget to grab a plate of spaghetti!

RED STUDIO AND GREY STUDIO SERIES

DECEMBER 2–4, APRIL 26–28, BLACK BOX

Student-conceived theatre works in one act from the Red & Grey Studio Program showcase the talents of our Level 3 and 4 theatre students.

“OFF THE PAGE” READINGS

DECEMBER 4 AND APRIL 15, ALESSANDRO RECITAL HALL

You don’t want to miss “Off the Page,” featuring the immensely talented students of HSPVA’s Creative Writing Department. Come listen to readings crafted by the next generation of literary stars!

BLACK HISTORY PRODUCTION: AIN’T MISBEHAVIN’

FEBRUARY 18–21, DENNEY THEATRE

A tribute to Fats Waller and the jazz music of Harlem Renaissance nucleolus, Ain’t Misbehavin’ is full of playful energy capturing the mood of an era!
“Pop Rats” was created in the summer of 2014 as an interactive piece. The process of creating these small popcorn pieces was rather tedious due to their small size and individual shapes. The popcorn pieces themselves are made of lightweight air dry clay and are painted with acrylic paint. The container holding them is a ceramic bowl I glazed and fired.

Small animals had been a recurring subject in my art pieces for a while. I thought that being able to mix a small animal and popcorn would allow the viewer to feel some sort of connection to the piece. Having formed this new creature would let the viewer experience familiar images and let them explore this creature as both food and animal. A theme in my art work is the fact that these edible creatures are associated with pets, so they are nurtured versus consumable or pets versus food.

Jennifer will begin studying illustration at Montserrat College of Art in the fall of 2015.

The mission of HSPVA Friends, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, is to cultivate support and appreciation for The High School for the Performing and Visual Arts locally, nationally, and internationally in order to enhance educational, professional, and artistic opportunities for current and future students of HSPVA.

Each year, HSPVA Friends provides critical art area support and school-wide programs, as well as college and summer program scholarships. For more information, visit www.hspvafriends.org.